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METHODS FOR CARRIERAGGGREGATION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 
S119 from U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/320,345, 
entitled “Methods for Carrier Aggregation and MBMS filed 
on Apr. 2, 2010; the subject matter of which is incorporated 
herein by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The disclosed embodiments relate generally to 
wireless network communications, and, more particularly, to 
carrier aggregation in a mobile communication system. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 A Long-Term Evolution (LTE) system offers high 
peak data rates, low latency, improved system capacity, and 
low operating cost resulting from simple network architec 
ture. An LTE system also provides seamless integration to 
older wireless network, such as GSM, CDMA and Universal 
Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS). In LTE sys 
tems, an evolved universal terrestrial radio access network 
(E-UTRAN) includes a plurality of evolved Node-Bs (eNBs) 
communicating with a plurality of mobile stations, referred as 
user equipments (UES). 
0004 Enhancements to LTE systems are considered so 
that they can meet or exceed International Mobile Telecom 
munications Advanced (IMT-Advanced) fourth generation 
(4G) standard. One of the key enhancements is to Support 
bandwidth up to 100 MHz and be backwards compatible with 
the existing wireless network system. Carrier aggregation 
(CA) is introduced to improve the system throughput. With 
carrier aggregation, the LTE-Advance system can Support 
peak target data rates in excess of 1 Gbps in the downlink 
(DL) and 500 Mbps in the uplink (UL). Such technology is 
attractive because it allows operators to aggregate several 
Smaller contiguous or non-continuous component carriers 
(CC) to provide a larger system bandwidth, and provides 
backward compatibility by allowing legacy users to access 
the system by using one of the component carriers. 
0005. In a mobile network, the bandwidth requirement of 
each UE changes with the amount of data the UE is transmit 
ting and receiving. In LTE systems, an eNB may dynamically 
allocate resources among UES. Carrier aggregationallows the 
mobile network to use the bandwidth more efficiently. How 
ever, it also increases the complexity of resource manage 
ment. A light-weighted component-carrier management 
scheme is thus desirable. One of the issues is how to effi 
ciently activate or deactivate one or more component carriers 
on a UE. One scenario is upon receiving CC activation/deac 
tivation messages from an eNB, a UE needs to efficiently 
analyze the messages and make decisions to trigger actions. 
In other scenarios, the UE can decide to activate a plurality of 
CCs or deactivate a plurality of CCs based on an internal 
timer, or a combination of internal CC states and a received 
CC activation/deactivation message from an eNB. 
0006 To make the system more efficient, carrier aggrega 
tion also requires changes in scheduling mechanisms, includ 
ing Buffer Status Report (BSR) and Power Headroom Report 
(PHR). The BSR procedure provides the serving eNB with 
information about the amount of data available for transmis 
sion in the UL buffers of the UE. It is performed in the 
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medium access control (MAC) layer between the UE and the 
eNB. When the BSR is triggered at a transmission time inter 
val (TTI), a BSR control element is included in a medium 
access control-packet data unit (MAC-PDU), or a transport 
block (TB), to be delivered to the eNB. There are several BSR 
triggers. A set of events can trigger a regular BSR. When BSR 
timer expires, it triggers a periodic BSR. A padding BSR is 
triggered only when there is enough padding bit. CA imposes 
a question of how to prepare the BSR when all UE grants from 
all CCs in one TTI are considered. Another scheduling 
mechanism is PHR. A UE uses the PHR procedure to provide 
the serving eNB with a power offset between a maximum 
transmitting power of the UE and a current transmitting 
power of the UE. With multiple CCs configured and dynamic 
activation and deactivation for each CC, it is important to 
consider the impact for the PHR during these CA procedures. 
0007 Carrier aggregation also provides new ways to link 
DL and UL. Without CA configured, each DLCC broadcast 
a ULCC in System Information Block 2 (SIB2). This is a cell 
specific ULCC where a UE finds its Physical Radio Access 
Channel (PRACH) resource and transmits Packet Uplink 
Control Channel (PUCCH) and Physical Uplink Shared 
Channel (PUSCH). The network cells all possess this cell 
specific linking. Since SIB2 linking almost never changes, it 
can be called static linking. With CA, multiple ULCCs can be 
configured to a UE. Therefore, besides the static SIB2 link 
ing, new types of DL-UL linking are created. 

SUMMARY 

0008 Methods to manage multiple component carriers 
(CCs) efficiently in a mobile network with carrier aggregation 
(CA) enabled are proposed. 
0009 For CC activation and/or deactivation, a single 
LCID value is used by an eNB to represent both activation and 
deactivation command for a user equipment (UE). A single 
command with multiple instructions is provided to activate 
and/or deactivate multiple CCs. In one embodiment, the com 
mand is contained in a media access control (MAC) control 
element (CE) having a bitmap format, and each bit is associ 
ated with an activation or deactivation instruction for a cor 
responding CE. In addition, unnecessary re-activation or re 
inactivation of a CC is prevented, and explicit feedback for 
activation and or deactivation is considered. 
0010 For scheduling mechanism, a novel buffer status 
reporting (BSR) procedure of a UE is provided, where only 
one BSR is calculated after preparing all the transport blocks 
(TB) within one transmission time interval (TTI) with mul 
tiple uplink grants. This ensures that BSR always reports the 
lasted updated buffer status. Novel power headroom report 
ing (PHR) format and PHR trigger of a UE are also provided. 
In one embodiment, carrier indicator field (CIF) is added in 
the PHRMAC CE to be used as a bitmap for configured CC. 
Furthermore, when a secondary cell (Scell) of the UE is 
configured and activated, it is beneficial to trigger the UE to 
report PHR to the serving eNB the available transmission 
power. 
0011 For DL-UL linking, various linking types are cre 
ated based on whether there is carrier indicator field (CIF) in 
DL grant or UL grant. In a first embodiment, dynamic DL-UL 
linking is created by a UL grant with CIF. In a second embodi 
ment, DL semi-static linking is created by a DL grant with 
CIF. In a third embodiment, DL semi-static linking is created 
by a DL grant without CIF. In a fourth embodiment, a UL 
semi-static linking is created by a UL grant without CIF. The 
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various linking types are used in different applications to 
improve scheduling flexibility and load balancing. The dif 
ferent applications include physical random access channel 
(PRACH), power control, pathloss reference, timing refer 
ence, CC management and CC addition and/or removal. In 
addition, System information is prepared and transmitted by 
an eNB via dedicated signaling for configuring an SCC of a 
UE. In one embodiment, the system information via dedi 
cated signaling may be different from the system information 
via broadcast signaling. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012. The accompanying drawings, where like numerals 
indicate like components, illustrate embodiments of the 
invention. 
0013 FIG. 1 illustrates methods to manage multiple CCs 
efficiently in a mobile network with CA enabled. 
0014 FIG. 2 illustrates an operation flow of a component 
carrier activation/deactivation procedure between a base sta 
tion eNB and a mobile station UE in a carrier aggregation 
mobile network. 
0015 FIG. 3 illustrates a configuration diagram of a 
MAC-PDU according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 
0016 FIG. 4 illustrates a specific example of CC activa 
tion/deactivation using MAC Control Element as CC state 
bitmap. 
0017 FIG. 5 illustrates a specific example of CC activa 
tion/deactivation using SIB as CC state bitmap. 
0018 FIG. 6A illustrates a CC activation process. 
0019 FIG. 6B illustrates a CC deactivation process. 
0020 FIG. 7 illustrates one embodiment of implicit com 
ponent carrier deactivation by using a deactivation timer. 
0021 FIG. 8 illustrates one embodiment of a BSR proce 
dure. 
0022 FIG. 9A illustrates a specific example of a BSR 
procedure that results in an obsolete buffer size. 
0023 FIG.9B illustrates a specific example of an embodi 
ment of the BSR procedure. 
0024 FIG. 10 illustrates an updated PHR MAC CE for 
mat. 

0025 FIG. 11 illustrates a specific example of a dynamic 
DL-UL linking created by UL grant with Carrier Indication 
Field (CIF). 
0026 FIG. 12 illustrates a specific example of a DL semi 
static linking created by a DL grant with CIF. 
0027 FIG. 13 illustrates a specific example of DL semi 
static linking created by a DL grant without CIF. 
0028 FIG. 14 illustrates a specific example of UL semi 
static linking when one of the ULCC is removed. 
0029 FIG. 15A illustrates a specific example of a conten 
tion based Random Access (RA) process. 
0030 FIG. 15B illustrates a specific example of a RA 
process with dedicated preamble. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0031 Reference will now be made in detail to some 
embodiments of the invention, examples of which are illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings. 
0032 FIG. 1 illustrates methods to manage multiple com 
ponent carriers (CCs) efficiently in a mobile network 10 with 
carrier aggregation (CA) enabled. Mobile network system 10 
comprises a plurality of evolved Node-Bs (e.g., eNB12) and 
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user equipments (e.g., UE 11). At Process 21, a plurality of 
CCs (e.g., CC1-CC4) are activated/deactivated. eNB12 com 
municates with UE 11 at the MAC layer to instruct UE 11 to 
activate/deactivate corresponding CCs via message 31. Upon 
receiving Such command, UE 11 processes the command and 
starts the CC activation/deactivation Process 22. UE 11 ana 
lyzes the command and takes actions to activate/deactivate 
corresponding CCs and start deactivation timer when needed. 
Upon finishing activation/deactivation of one or more CCS, 
UE 11 sends feedback message 32 to eNB 12. If a new 
Secondary Cell (SCell) is activated, UE 11 triggers the power 
headroom reporting (PHR) to be sent to eNB 12 via message 
33. Scheduling Mechanism 23 enhances efficiency for CA 
enabled network. In one embodiment, buffer status reporting 
(BSR) message 34 is built considering there could be multiple 
uplink (UL) grants during one Transmission Time Interval 
(TTI). Therefore, UE 11 builds message 34 of regular or 
periodic BSR considering all transport blocks (TBs) of each 
TTI. Improvements also includes new PHR format, as shown 
in message 35, and new PHR triggers. New types of DL-UL 
linking are introduced in Process 24, including dynamic link 
ing, DL semi-static linking and UL Semi-static linking fol 
lowed by an UL or DL grant via message 36. The following 
descriptions detail methods in the CC Activation/Deactiva 
tion Process, Scheduling Mechanisms, and DL-UL linking 
for a CA enabled system. 

CC Activation/Deactivation 

0033 FIG. 2 illustrates an operation flow of a CC activa 
tion/deactivation procedure between a base station eNB 202 
and a mobile station UE 201 in a carrier aggregation mobile 
network. eNB 202 can dynamically activate/deactivate a plu 
rality of CCs of UE 201 by sending a message 210 of CC 
activate/deactivate message. In one novel aspect, UE 201 
analyzes message 210 and makes decisions to triggeractions. 
UE 201 gets the current state of activated or deactivated of 
each CC at step 220. At step 221, UE 201 analyzes message 
210 and each CC's current state to decide whether this is an 
activation command for each CC. If it is an activation com 
mand for a specific CC, at step 222, UE 201 checks the state 
of this particular CC. If the state of the CC that receives an 
activation command is deactivated, at step 224, UE 201 will 
activate the CC and trigger activation process at step 227. 
Similarly, if at step 221 UE201 finds that it is not an activation 
command for a specific CC, at step 223. UE 201 checks the 
state of this particular CC. If the state of the CC that receives 
a deactivation command is activated, at step 226, UE201 will 
deactivate the CC and trigger deactivation process at step 228. 
0034. In one advantageous aspect, UE201 will not trigger 
a re-activation or re-deactivation procedure. As illustrated in 
FIG. 2, if an activation command is received for an activated 
CC or a deactivation command is received for a deactivated 
CC, at step 225, there will be no action. In another advanta 
geous aspect, a UE sends an explicit feedback message for 
CC activation/deactivation to the serving eNB. The feedback 
message can be a Layer 1 signaling, like a scheduling request 
(SR) or HARQ feedback; or it can be a MAC Control Element 
(MAC-CE). Alternatively, the UE can initiate a Random 
Access (RA) procedure on a certain CC to inform eNB the 
activation/deactivation status of the CC. Considering the 
front-end retuning time could be a variable depends on UE 
capacity, it is thus very important for the eNB to know when 
the UE has finished the retuning and is ready for reception or 
transmission. As illustrated in FIG.2, after step 227 activation 
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process or step 228 deactivation process, UE201 will build an 
explicit feedback message at step 229. UE 201 sends the CC 
activation/deactivation feedback message 212 to eNB 202. 
Message 212 informs the serving eNB that the UE is ready to 
receive or transmit for the specific CCs. By taking no re 
activation or re-deactivation actions, and by sending explicit 
feedback messages to the eNB, CC management efficiency is 
improved. 
0035 Another important aspect of increasing CC manage 
ment efficiency involves the format of the CC activation/ 
deactivation message from the serving eNB. Since a UE 
Supports activation or deactivation of multiple CCS simulta 
neously, it is most efficient to carry multiple instructions for 
the configured CCS in one command message. The Logic 
Channel ID field (LCID) in a MAC-PDU can be used to carry 
the CC activation/deactivation command. The question 
remains whether to use a single LCID value for both activa 
tion and deactivation or to use two distinct LCID values to 
represent activation and deactivation separately. 
0036. In one novel aspect, it is preferred to use a single 
LCID value to represent both the activation and deactivation 
command. A bitmap carrying the complete information of the 
after-command CC state is also included. UE upon receiving 
this message will compare the CC state in the CC activation/ 
deactivation command message with the current state of cor 
responding CC to decide whether this is activation or deacti 
Vation command. 
0037 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the configura 
tion of a MAC-PDU according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. Referring to FIG. 3, the MAC-PDU 310 
includes MAC Header 311, MAC Control Element (MAC 
CE), specifically ACT/DEACT CE312, multiple MAC-SDU 
313, and optional padding 314. MAC header 311 comprises a 
plurality of MAC sub header 320. Each MAC sub header 
takes a specific format, such as MAC sub header 321. In one 
embodiment of the invention, the CC activation/deactivation 
command uses the specific format of MAC sub header 330, 
where the value of LCID 331 indicates command type being 
CC activation/deactivation. In one embodiment of the inven 
tion, a bitmap of the state of CCs is presented in the ACT/ 
DEACT CE 312. It has been agreed that LTE should support 
aggregation of up to 5 DLCCs, however, it is expected to 
support8CCs in the future. Therefore, an 8-bit MAC-CE field 
is used as a bitmap to represent the CC states. Block 340 
illustrates the format of this ACT/DEACT CE 312. One or 
more of bits C0 to C7 represents a state for a corresponding 
CC. 

0038 FIG. 4 illustrates a specific example of CC activa 
tion/deactivation using MAC-CE as CC state bitmap. eNB 
402 sends a CC Activation/Deactivation message command 
411, as illustrated in FIG.4, with the bitmap of the CC state in 
the MAC-CE. Block 421 shows the current state of all the CCs 
in UE 401. DL-CC1, UL-CC1, DL-CC2, UL-CC2, and DL 
CC3 are all in activated state, while UL-CC3 is in deactivated 
state. The MAC-CE bitmap in message command 411 repre 
sents an after-command bitmap of DL 101 and UL 101, 
where 1 represents the activated state and 0 represents the 
deactivated state. Each bit in the bitmap thus is associated 
with an activation or deactivation instruction. Upon receiving 
message command 411, UE 401 compares the CE bitmap 
with its current CC state. It determines that since DL-CC2 and 
UL-CC2's current states are activated and the CE bitmap 
indicates DL-CC2 and UL-CC2 being deactivate, the mes 
sage command 411 indicates a deactivation instruction for 
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DL-CC2 and UL-CC2. At steps 431 and 432, UE 401 deac 
tivates DL-CC2 and UL-CC2 respectively. Similarly, since 
411 CE bitmap indicates activated state for UL-CC3 and 
UL-CC3's current state is deactivated, UE 401 activates UL 
CC3 at step 433. CC Activation/Deactivation feedback mes 
sage 412 is sent to eNB 402. Block 422 shows the after 
command CC states in UE 401, where DL-CC1, UL-CC1, 
DL-CC3 and UL-CC3 are in activated States, while DL-CC2 
and UL-CC2 are in deactivated states. 

0039. In another embodiment of CC activation/deactiva 
tion, a System Information Block (SIB) linking is used. In this 
embodiment, the DL/UL state are synced and only one ACT/ 
DEACT command for one CC is applied. FIG. 5 illustrates a 
specific example of CC activation/deactivation using SIB as 
CC state bitmap. eNB 502 sends a CC Activation/Deactiva 
tion message command 511, with the bitmap of the CC state 
in the SIB, to UE501. Block 521 shows the current state of all 
the CCs in UE 501. DL-CC1, UL-CC1, DL-CC2, UL-CC2, 
and DL-CC3 are all in activated state, while UL-CC3 is not 
configured. The SIB bitmap in message command 511 rep 
resenting an after-command bit map of Secondary Cell 
(SCell) 101, where 1 represents the activated SCell state 
and 0 represents the deactivated SCell state. Upon receiving 
message command 511, UE 501 compares the SIB bitmap 
with its current CC state. It determines that since DL-CC2 and 
UL-CC2's current states are activated and the SIB bitmap 
indicates SCell 2 being deactivate, the message command 
511 indicates a deactivation trigger for DL and UL of SCell 2, 
which are UL-CC2 and DL-CC2. At steps 531 and 532, UE 
501 deactivates DL-CC2 and UL-CC2 respectively. Simi 
larly, since 511 SIB bitmaps indicates activated state for SCell 
3 and UL-CC3's current state is not configured, and DL-CC3 
is activated, UE 501 will take no action for SCell 3. CC 
Activation/Deactivation feedback message 512 is sent to eNB 
502. Block 522 shows the after-command CC States in UE 
501, where DL-CC1, UL-CC1, and DL-CC3 are in activated 
states; DL-CC2 and UL-CC2 are in deactivated states; and 
UL-CC3 is not configured. 
0040. Using one single command to activate/deactivate 
multiple CCS is an efficient way to manage the resources in a 
carrier aggregation system. As illustrated in FIG. 2, specific 
procedures are needed at UE upon activation or deactivation 
of CC. Specifically, steps 227 and 228 addresses unique 
issues presented in the carrier aggregation that is not seen in 
a traditional mobile network. 

0041 FIG. 6A illustrates a CC activation process. Process 
227 in FIG. 6A starts when a CC is activated (step 610). Upon 
activation of a CC, a UE will activate the SCell before the time 
required by retuning time (step 611); start the deactivation 
timer for this SCell (step 612); send channel state information 
(CSI) such as CQI/PMI/RI report if they are configured (If the 
CSI is not available, a special value shall be transmitted) (step 
613); transmit SRS if configured (step 614); and Trigger PHR 
process (step 615). In one novel aspect, a new PHR trigger is 
added upon activation of the SCell. It is beneficial to report 
PHR to inform the eNB about the available UE transmission 
power as soon as the SCell is configured and activated. The 
reason of still transmitting CSI report when it is not available 
after activation is to simplify the blind decoding burden of 
eNB. 

0042 FIG. 6B illustrates a CC deactivation process. Pro 
cess 228 in FIG. 6B starts when a CC is deactivated or the 
deactivation timer expired (step 620). Upon deactivation of a 
CC, a UE will deactivate the SCell before the time required by 
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retuning time (step 621); stop the deactivation timer for this 
SCell (step 622); not stop CQI/PMI/RI reporting until retun 
ing timer is expired (step 623); stop SRS transmission (step 
624); and flush all Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) buffers associated 
with the SCell (step 625). The reason of not stopping CSI 
report before retuning timer is expired is to simplify the blind 
decoding burden of eNB. 
0043. As illustrated in the activation and deactivation pro 
cess, a deactivation timer is used to implicitly deactivate a 
SCell. Explicit activation/deactivation should be the pre 
ferred way for eNB to perform CC activation/deactivation, 
since it ensures the highest level of common understanding on 
the active CC set between eNB and UE. However, implicit 
deactivation of configured SCells is a safety mechanism in 
case the network does not explicitly deactivate the SCell or 
the deactivation command was lost. A deactivation timer is 
configured for each Secondary CC (SCC) to do implicit deac 
tivation. The timer is configured when the UE enters the CA 
mode. In one embodiment, the value of the timer is UE 
specific, i.e. each SCell is configured with a deactivation 
timer but they all share the same initial value. When the 
deactivation timer of an activated DL SCC expires, the UE 
would locally deactivate the SCell. 
0044 FIG. 7 illustrates one embodiment of implicit CC 
deactivation by using a deactivation timer. The process starts 
at step 701. Upon CA configuration at step 702, the UE 
configures the value of the deactivation timer at step 703. The 
UE, at step 704, then checks if there is any predefined event 
occurs. If there is such event occurs, the UE checks if this is 
a deactivate CC event at step 705. If it is, the UE executes step 
709 to cancel the deactivate timer if it is running; and deac 
tivates the SCell at step 711. If at step 705 the UE determines 
that the event is not deactivation event, it then checks if the 
deactivation timer is running for this SCell at step 706. If the 
timer is running, it restarts the deactivation timer at step 708. 
If the timer is not running, it starts the deactivation timer at 
step 707. After starting or restarting the deactivation timer at 
steps 707 or 708, the UE goes back to the waiting mode to 
check if any predefined event occurs at step 704. If no pre 
defined event occurs before the deactivation timer expires at 
step 710, the UEwill deactivate the SCell in step 711 based on 
the expiration of the deactivation timer. 
0045. There are a set of predefined events for triggering 
the deactivation timer. The predefined events may include but 
are not limited to: a SCell is activated; a physical downlink 
control channel (PDCCH) DL assignment is received on the 
SCell; a PDCCHUL grant is received on the SCell, if ULCC 
is configured; a PDCCH DL assignment is received on the 
scheduling cell for the SCell; a PDCCHUL grant is received 
on the scheduling cell for the SCell, if ULCC is configured; 
a configured physical downlink or uplink shared channel 
(PDSCH/PUSCH) transmission takes place on the SCell, if 
SPS is supported on the CC; and an activation/deactivation 
Command is received. 

Scheduling Mechanism 
0046. As detailed above, the set of light-weighted CC 
activation and deactivation methods can improve the effi 
ciency of carrier management in a carrier aggregation based 
mobile system. Further consideration is given to scheduling 
mechanisms with carrier aggregation. 
0047. In one novel aspect, an updated BSR procedure can 
avoid the problem of reporting a buffer status in the BSR that 
did not count all UL grants from all the CCs in one TTI. 
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Because CA is within the same eNB, for system efficiency, it 
is unnecessary to prepare multiple BSRs within one TTI even 
with more than one UL grants from different CCs within one 
TTI. Only one TB should include a regular or a periodic BSR. 
However, if only one regular or periodic BSR is reported, the 
current BSR scheme may result in BSR not reflecting the 
updated UL grant. 
0048 FIG. 9A illustrates a specific example of a current 
BSR procedure that results in an obsolete buffer status. UE 
912 has a buffer size of 300, shown in Block 914. At step 915, 
eNB913 sends UE912 an UL grant A with size of 150. 
Therefore, at step 916, the buffer size of UE912 becomes 150 
(block916). This triggers a BSR, and therefore, a buffer status 
of 150 is built for the TB. Since there should be one BSR per 
TTI, the BSR trigger is cancelled. In a CA system, at step 918, 
eNB913 can send another UL Grant B, with the size of 100. 
Therefore, at step 919, UE 912's actual buffer status is 50. 
However, the BSR sent via message 911, which was built 
before the last TB, still carries a size of 150. Therefore, BSR 
message 911 does not reflect the most recent buffer status of 
UE912. 

0049. To solve this problem, in one novel aspect, it is 
proposed to only consider BSR when preparing the last TB if 
there is more one TB in a TTI so that the BSR would take into 
account all the grants in the current TTI. Padding BSR is 
triggered only when there is enough padding bit for including 
a BSR. If the existing BSR mechanism is reused, the trigger 
works on a per TB basis. Therefore, it is possible that more 
than one padding BSR is included on different TBS for a TTI. 
0050 FIG. 8 illustrates one embodiment of such novel 
BSR procedure. TTI starts at step 801. The UE keeps tracking 
if there is BSR Trigger occurs at step 802. If a Regular BSR 
trigger exists, at step 804, it is determined whether this is the 
last TB for this TTI. If it is not the last TB, UE will wait for the 
last TBatstep 806. If it is the last TB of the TTI, UE will build 
the BSR at step 807, the BSR can be inserted to any TB in this 
TTI. For each TB, at step 803 the UEchecks if a Regular BSR 
is inserted and whether there is room for padding BSR. Pad 
ding BSR is triggered when there is room and no Regular 
BSR in the TB, UE continues with building the padding BSR 
for this TB at step 805. 
0051. This method ensures that BSR reports the latest 
updated buffer status considering all grants from each CC. 
FIG.9B illustrates specific examples of such embodiment of 
the novel BSR procedure. Similar to FIG.9A, UE 922 has a 
buffer size of 300 (block 924). At step 925, eNB923 send UE 
922 an UL grant A with size of 150. Therefore, at step 926, the 
buffer size of UE922 becomes 150 (block 926). This triggers 
a BSR. In the novel BSR procedure, UE checks if this is the 
last TB. Since it is not, no BSR is built for this TB. UE keeps 
checking when the last TB for this TTI will be build. In a CA 
system, at step 928, eNB923 can send another UL Grant B, 
with the size of 100. Therefore, at step 929, the actual UE 
922's buffer status is 50. When building the last TB at step 
930, the BSR is built, with the buffer status of 50. UE922 then 
included the correct buffer status in the BSR message 921, 
which is sent to eNB923. 

0.052 PHR is another scheduling mechanism. In a CA 
enabled system, there can be multiple UL grants. Therefore, a 
PHR transmitting on a specific ULCC is not necessary the 
PHR for this particular transmitting ULCC. Without explicit 
indication, an eNB cannot know which ULCC triggered the 
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PHR. Therefore, PHR MAC CE in one TB needs to be 
updated to include multiple PHRs and carrier index informa 
tion for each PHR. 
0053 FIG. 10 illustrates an updated PHRMAC CE. In one 
novel aspect, Carrier Indicator Field (CIF) is added in the 
PHR MAC CE to be used as a bitmap for configured CC. 
Block 1001 shows such bitmap. One or more of bits C0 to C7 
in 1001 represent one configured CC. The value of each bit 
indicates whether the corresponding CC's PHR is included. 
Block 1002 in FIG. 10 represents multiple PHR data blocks. 
These data blocks can take in any format that contains the 
PHR information for each CC. 
0054 There are several radio resource control (RRC) 
parameters associate with the PHR procedure. Periodic PHR 
Timer, prohibitPHR-Timer, and dlPathlossChang are some of 
the examples. These parameters associate with a particular 
CC. In one embodiment, all UL CC shares the same set of 
value for these RRC parameters. Simultaneous transmission 
of PUCCH and PUSCH is also possible in a mobile network. 
In one embodiment independent PHR for PUCCH and 
PUSCH are sent in Such scenario. PUCCH PHR can be 
reported with PUSCH PHR for the Primary Cell (PCell). 
Furthermore, as illustrated above with regard to carrier acti 
vation, when a Scell of a UE is configured and activated, it is 
beneficial to trigger the UE to report PHR to the serving eNB 
the available transmission power. 

UL-DL Linking 
0.055 Besides light-weighted CC management methods, 
new types of UL-DL linking can further improve the effi 
ciency of the system by providing more flexibility in sched 
uling as well as load balancing. Without CA, the traditional 
mobile network uses SIB2 static linking. With the introduc 
tion of CA, new types of DL-UL linking are created based on 
whether there is CIF in UL grant or DL grant. There are four 
cases: UL grant with CIF, DL grant with CIF, UL grant 
without CIF and DL grant without CIF. Further, since CC can 
be activated and deactivated, procedures are needed to update 
the DL-UL linking upon CC activation/deactivation. 
0056 Dynamic DL-UL linking can be created by UL grant 
with CIF. Cross-carrier scheduling in the UE specific search 
space should always be supported by explicit CIF. For a UL 
grant, Physical Hybrid ARQ Indicator Channel (PHICH) is 
transmitted only on the DLCC that was used to transmit the 
UL grant. Therefore, a new DL-UL linking is defined for a 
cross-carrier UL grant. Such linking, called as Dynamic 
Linking, is grant specific and lasts for the life cycle of this UL 
grant. 
0057 FIG. 11 illustrates a specific example of a dynamic 
DL-UL linking created by UL grant with CIF. UE 1101 has 
statically linked UL-DL as shown in Block 1104, where DL 
CC1 and ULCC2 are the Primary CCs (PCCs) and UL CC2 
is the PUCCH. At Step 1103, eNB 1102 transmits a UL grant 
with CIF-2 using DLCC1. PHICH is only transmitted on DL 
CC1. As a result of this UL grant with CIF at step 1103, a 
UL-DL dynamic link is created as shown in Block 1105. 
Where dynamic linking 1106 links DL CC1 and UL CC2. 
Link 1106 is 1103 UL grant specific and lasts only for the life 
cycle of 1103 UL grant. 
0058. A second type of new DL-UL linking is DL Semi 
Static Linking, which can be created by a DL Grant, this DL 
Grant can have CIF or not. In a DL grant, a UE has to reply 
ACK/NACK on the PUCCH. There is only one UE specific 
PUCCH, which is configured on one of the UL CCs. As 
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shown in FIG. 12 Block 1203, UL CC2 is configured to be 
PUCCH for UE 1201. In one embodiment of the present 
invention, the PUCCHULCC is the UL PCC, as shown in 
FIG. 12, where ULCC2 is the UL PCC. With this DL grant, 
the PUCCH is semi-statically configured to the UE and is 
linked with the DL grant CC or CCs. This new linking is 
called DL Semi-Static Linking. For semi-static linking of a 
DL grant with CIF, all the DLCCs are linked to UL PCC, 
which contains PUCCH. 
0059 FIG. 12 illustrates a specific example of a DL semi 
static linking created by a DL grant with CIF. UE 1201 has 
statically linked CCs as shown in Block 1203. At step 1205, 
eNB 1202 transmits a DL grant with CIF=1/2/3 using DL 
CC1. Upon receiving this DL Grant, UE 1201 sends back 
ACK/NACKusing the configured PUCCH, which is ULCC2 
as shown in Block 1203 and 1204. Therefore, an N to 1 DL 
semi-static linking is created with UL CC2 linking to DL 
CC1, DL CC2 and DL CC3. 
0060. In the current design, CIF is not included in common 
search space, therefore, it is possible for a UE to receive DL 
and UL grant without CIF even after the UE enters CA mode. 
For a DL grant without CIF, DL semi-static linking can be 
used, as illustrated in FIG. 13. FIG. 13 illustrates a specific 
example of DL semi-static linking created by a DL grant 
without CIF. UE 1301 has statically linked CCs as shown in 
1303, where UL CC2 is configured to be PUCCH. At step 
1305, eNB 1302 sends a DL granton DLCC1. UE replies an 
ACK/NACK, at step 1306, using configured PUCCH, which 
is ULCC2. Block 1304 shows that a semi-static linking of DL 
CC1 and ULCC2 is created from this DL grant. 
0061 AUL grant without CIF has several choices in cre 
ating DL-UL linking. AUL grant can use the static linking or 
a DL semi-static linking. However, reuse the static SIB2 or 
DL semi-static linking limits the flexibility of scheduler. 
Since SIB2 static linking and configured PUCCH cannot be 
easily modified, reusing these types of linking makes it hard 
to adjust to the temporary load balancing demand. 
0062. In one embodiment of the present invention, a UL 
Semi-Static Linking is defined for UL grant without CIF. This 
linking can be created at the time of a CC addition and lasts 
until the time of removal of a CC. FIG. 14 illustrates a specific 
example of UL semi-static linking when one of the ULCC is 
removed. UE 1401 has statically linked CCs as shown in 
Block 1403, where ULCC2 is configured to be a UL semi 
static linking UL CC. At Block 1404, UL CC1 is removed 
(e.g., denoted by slashed shade). Therefore, the ULCC1 is no 
longer linked with DL CC1. At step 1406, eNB 1402 sends a 
UL grant without CIF on DLCC1. UE1401 therefore created 
a UL semi-static linking between DL CC1 and UL CC2. In 
addition to removed ULCC configuration, N to 1 UL semi 
static linking can be created. At step 1407, eNB 1402 sends 
another UL grant without CIF on DL CC1. A new UL semi 
static linking between DLCC1 and UL CC3 can be created. 
The resulting linking is as shown in Block 1405. 
0063. The different types of DL-UL linking have different 
characteristics, thus can be used in different types of applica 
tions accordingly. In a first example, different types of DL 
UL linking can be used for different types of PRACH appli 
cation. In one embodiment, for contention based Random 
Access (RA), SIB2 static linking is used. When a UE is 
configured with PRACH resource on a UL CC, the SIB2 
linked DLCC should always be available to the UE. Further, 
static linking is used to decide the ULCC of a UL grant for 
Msg3. Following the PHICH rule, PHICH for Msg3 is pro 
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vided on the DL CC where the UE received the RAR, for 
which the linking is also the static linking. 
0064 FIG. 15A shows a specific example of a contention 
based RA process. UE 1501 has statically linked CCs as 
shown in Block 1503. AUL semi-static linking between DL 
CC1 an UL CC2 also exists for UE 1501. UL CC1 is removed 
(e.g., denoted by slashed shade). At step 1504, UE 1501 
initiates a contention based RA process on UL CC2. eNB 
1502 replies with RAR on the DL CC2, which is statically 
linked with UL CC2, where the step 1504 is initiated. UE 
1501, at step 1506, sends Msg3 using UL CC2, which is 
statically linked with DL CC2. 
0065 For RA with dedicated preamble, static linking can 
also be used. In another embodiment, however, eNB can 
decide which CC to send RAR and UL semi-static linking is 
used to decide the ULCC of the Msg3 grant, where the grant 
in RAR can be seen as a UL grant without CIF and applies the 
same procedure. FIG. 15B illustrates a specific example of a 
RA process with dedicated preamble. UE 1511 has statically 
linked CCs as shown in Block 1513. AUL semi-static linking 
between DL CC1 an UL CC2 also exists for UE 1511. UL 
CC1 is removed (e.g., denoted with slashed shade). UE 1511, 
at step 1514 initiates a RA with dedicated preamble using UL 
CC3. Since UE 1511's identity is known to eNB 1512 when 
eNB 1512 receives the dedicated preamble. eNB 1512 also 
knows the operating CC set of UE 1511, eNB 1512 can send 
RAR on any CC that UE 1511 is currently monitoring. There 
fore, at step 1515, eNB 1512 send RAR on DLCC1. At step 
1516, UE 1511 sends Msg3 on UL CC2, which is linked to 
DLCC1 through UL semi-static linking. 
0.066. In a second example, power control command can 
come with or without CIF. In one embodiment of the inven 
tion, dynamic linking is used for power control command 
with CIF. In another embodiment of the invention, SIB2 static 
linking or UL Semi-static linking is used to identify the UL 
CC for power control command without CIF. 
0067. A third example of DL-UL linking is for pathloss 
reference. In one embodiment of the invention, static link is 
used for pathloss reference. In another embodiment of the 
invention, semi-static linking, assigned or modified by RRC 
signaling, e.g., UL semi-static linking is used for pathloss 
reference. 
0068 A fourth example of DL-UL linking is for timing 
reference. Similar to pathloss reference, in one embodiment 
of the invention, static linking is used for timing reference. In 
another embodiment of the invention, semi-static linking 
assigned or modified by RRC signaling, e.g., DL or UL semi 
static linking is used for timing reference. 
0069 CC management also requires changes, specifically 
the labeling of CC or the CIF on which RANI has decided the 
mapping should be UE specific and configured by RRC. In 
one embodiment, SIB2 static linking is used to decide the CIF 
of UL CC. In other words, if a DLCC has CIF=x, its SIB2 
linked UL CC would have CIF-X as well. For N-to-1 con 
figuration, a ULCC can have more than one CIF value. In 
carrier aggregation, addition or removal of DL or ULCCs is 
supported. With the new types of DL-UL linking, specific 
methods apply to these linking when DL or ULCCs are added 
or removed. 
0070 For CC addition/removal, DL semi-static linking 
should always be clear since all DLCCs are linked to the UL 
PCC. So does the dynamic linking since it is grant specific. 
However, SIB2 static linking and UL semi-static linking 
require further thinking. For DL CC only addition, if UL 
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semi-static linking should be provided on configuration; then 
linking for grant without CIF is clear. For ULCC only addi 
tion, it was already agreed that its SIB2 linked DLCC should 
also be configured. Note that this SIB2 linked DLCC can be 
either configured with the ULCC or an existing DLCC which 
configured earlier by a DLCC only addition. For DLCC only 
removal, if this is the only SIB2 static linking to the ULCC, 
the ULCC should also be removed. For ULCC only removal, 
any UL Semi-static linking to it is broken. It is optional to 
re-link a DL CC with broken UL semi-static linking to 
another ULCC. Above restriction assures linking would be 
always clear after CC addition/removal. 
(0071. IfLTE Release-8/9 compatible CC is assumed, then 
system information or SI for UE operation would always be 
broadcasted on that cell. It was agreed that dedicated signal 
ing is used to provided necessary SI when CC addition. How 
ever, it is unknown whether the SI provided by dedicated 
signaling or dedicated SI should always be identical to the SI 
provided by broadcast signaling or broadcasted SI. If they are 
forced to be identical, when eNB does not want to configure 
PUCCH or PRACH for a CC, it still has to include those UL 
SIs on the dedicated SI and find another way to tell the UE not 
to use it. Since this dedicated SI is provided on dedicated 
resource, there seems to be no backward compatibility prob 
lem. Therefore, it is proposed to make the ULSI info optional 
in dedicated SI. 
(0072 For PRACHIE, if it is absent, it implies that PRACH 
is not configured for the UE on the UL SCC. Otherwise, 
PRACH resource is configured for the UE. For PUCCHIE, if 
it is absent, it implies that this is a UL SCC. 
0073. Although the present invention has been described 
in connection with certain specific embodiments for instruc 
tional purposes, the present invention is not limited thereto. 
For example, although an LTE-advanced mobile communi 
cation system is exemplified to describe the present invention, 
the present invention can be similarly applied to all carrier 
aggregation-based mobile communication systems. Accord 
ingly, various modifications, adaptations, and combinations 
of various features of the described embodiments can be 
practiced without departing from the scope of the invention as 
set forth in the claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 
receiving a activation or deactivation command for one or 
more component carriers (CCs) by a user equipment 
(UE) in a wireless communication network; 

deriving a plurality of instructions corresponds to the one 
or more CCs based on the command, wherein the UE 
activates a CC if a current state of the CC is deactivated 
and a corresponding instruction is for activation, 
wherein the UE deactivates the CC if the current state of 
the CC is activated and a corresponding instruction is for 
deactivation, and wherein the UE does not change the 
current state of the CC otherwise. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the command is con 
tained in a media access control (MAC) control element (CE), 
and wherein each bit is associated with an activation or deac 
tivation instruction for a corresponding CC. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
starting an deactivation timer for a secondary CC (SCC) 

based on a set of predefined events; and 
deactivating the SCC when the deactivation timer expires. 
4. The method of claim 3, wherein the set of predefined 

events comprises at least one of a secondary CC is activated, 
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a downlink assignment is received, an uplink grant is 
received, a configured transmission takes place, and an acti 
Vation command is received. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
transmitting feedback information in respond to an activa 

tion or deactivation status. 
6. The method of claim 1, wherein the UE activates a 

secondary CC (SCC), the activation involves: 
activating the SCC before a predefined time; 
staring a deactivation timer associated with the SCC; and 
triggering a power headroom reporting (PHR) procedure 

associated with the SCC. 
7. The method of claim 1, wherein the UE deactivates a 

secondary CC (SCC), the deactivation involves: 
deactivating the SCC before a predefined time; 
stopping a deactivation timer associated with the SCC, and 
flushing all Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) buffers associated with 

the SCC. 
8. A method of buffer station reporting (BSR) and power 

headroom reporting (PHR), the method comprising: 
reporting buffer status information by a user equipment in 

a wireless communication network; and 
reporting power headroom information for a plurality of 

component carriers (CCs) by the UE, wherein the report 
ing is triggered by an uplink CC, wherein the power 
headroom information is reported via a media access 
control (MAC) control element (CE) that includes a 
carrier index of the uplink CC. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein only one BSR is calcu 
lated after preparing all the transport blocks (TB) within one 
transmission time interval (TTI) with multiple uplink grants. 

10. The method of claim 8, wherein multiple padding BSR 
is included on different transport blocks (TBs) within one 
transmission time interval (TTI). 

11. The method of claim 8, wherein multiple uplink CCs 
trigger PHR, and wherein power headroom information for 
the multiple uplink CCs are reported via a single transmission 
block (TB). 

12. The method of claim 8, wherein independent physical 
uplink control channel (PUCCH) PHR and physical uplink 
shared channel (PUSCH) PHR are transmitted simulta 
neously. 

13. The method of claim 8, wherein the reporting is trig 
gered when an uplink secondary CC (SCC) is activated. 

14. A method, comprising: 
receiving a downlink (DL) or an uplink (UL) grant from a 

serving base station by a user equipment (UE) in a multi 
carrier wireless communication network; 
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establishing a linking between a downlink component car 
rier (CC) and an uplink CC based on the grant, wherein 
the grant optionally contains no carrier index informa 
tion. 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the grant is a UL grant 
containing carrier index information via a specific DL CC, 
wherein the linking is a dynamic linking that links the specific 
DLCC to ULCCs defined in the UL grant, and wherein the 
dynamic linking lasts the lifecycle of the UL grant. 

16. The method of claim 14, wherein the grant is a DL grant 
containing carrier index information, wherein the UE replies 
an acknowledgment via a PUCCH semi-statically configured 
on a UL primary CC (PCC), and wherein the linking is a DL 
semi-dynamic linking that links the UL PCC to DL CCs 
defined in the DL grant. 

17. The method of claim 14, wherein the grant is a DL grant 
containing no carrier index information via a specific DLCC, 
wherein the UE replies an acknowledgment via a PUCCH 
semi-statically configured on a UL primary CC (PCC), and 
wherein the linking is a DL semi-static linking that links the 
UL PCC to the specific DL CC. 

18. The method of claim 14, wherein the grant is a UL grant 
containing no carrier index information via a specific DLCC, 
wherein the linking is a UL semi-static linking that links a 
semi-static ULCC to the specific DLCC, and wherein the UL 
semi-static linking is created at the time of the ULCC addi 
tion and lasts till the time of the ULCC removal. 

19. The method of claim 14, wherein the grant is a UL grant 
containing no carrier index information via a specific DLCC, 
wherein the linking is a UL semi-static linking that links 
multiple ULCCs to the specific DLCC. 

20. The method of claim 14, wherein the grant is a UL grant 
for random access (RA) containing no carrier index informa 
tion via a specific DL CC, and wherein the linking is a UL 
semi-static linking that links a semi-static UL CC to the 
specific DLCC. 

21. The method of claim 14, wherein the grant is for CC 
addition or CC removal, and wherein the linking is static, 
dynamic, DL semi-static, or UL semi-static. 

22. A method comprising: 
preparing a first amount of system information in a multi 

carrier wireless communication network; and 
transmitting the first amount of system information via 

dedicate signaling, where in the first amount of system 
information is used to configure one or multiple SCells, 
and wherein the first amount of system information via 
dedicate signaling is different from a second amount of 
system information via broadcast signaling. 

c c c c c 


